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Introduction
The perception of museums and their role has shifted in
recent years, moving beyond places that house and look 
after collections, to places of multiple interactions with
communities. Museums need to know their audiences 
and their local communities, including individuals which 
may fall out of ‘groups’. 

They have a role to play within community cohesion and 
can offer a neutral space for interpretation and open debate.
We know that museums can encompass a sense of place and
pride but they can also be a place for civic reform and healing.

Although projects that focus on specific groups and target
audiences are useful, museums must remember that
communities regularly morph or change. To strengthen
relationships communication must be constantly updated 
and partnerships rebuilt, renewed and rediscovered. 
If museums are to be successful at this they must regularly
research and evaluate their place within the community. 

The ‘Different Stories: New Perspectives’ (DSNP) programme
was designed to enable participating museums to begin 
this process, to provide tools and support to reach, develop
and sustain new relationships with audiences. 
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The programme was funded by Renaissance South East
through the Surrey, East and West Sussex Museum
Development Service. Its objective was to assist eight
museums across the Surrey, East and West Sussex (SEWS)
sub-region to engage with audiences identified as 
under-represented in their visitor profiles. 

The aim was to place emphasis on the process of
engagement and to give the museum staff the time and
money to consult and work with their identified audience.
Each museum was provided with funding to enable them 
to carry out this work and was supported in the process 
by a project coordinator, the sub-regional Museum
Development Officer and staff from Brighton & Hove
Museums (the local Renaissance South East Hub Partner).

DSNP gave the participant museums the opportunity to
connect with and further develop relationships with their
selected audience groups, either through the development 
of a project and/or through consultation.

The work undertaken by each museum was delivered under
one of three broad themes: ‘Working with Young People’;
‘Consultation with Disabled Visitors’; or ‘Uncovering Hidden
Histories’. Each museum’s involvement in Different Stories:
New Perspectives has created a new range of tools -
information, practice and relationships - that they can 
use to inform and build into future programming.

This publication shares the DSNP experience of these museums
in their own words in the form of short case studies. 
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Young Curators Course
The Course worked with a group of 
12 students from two Sussex schools.
Over six weeks the students worked
with curators and staff at Pallant House
Gallery learning how they develop 
and deliver the Gallery’s Exhibition
Programme. The students used this
knowledge to curate their own
exhibition at their schools.

The audience
Pallant House Gallery has an active
Learning and Community Programme
that provides a dedicated Schools
Programme for children. The Gallery is
well-used by schools locally, however
there are some less frequent or non
attending schools in the area. The
Gallery has been exploring ways of
engaging these non attending schools.
The Young Curators Course provided 
a way for the Gallery to give a more
meaningful and tailored project to these
schools in order to engage with them. 

The two project schools, one in Bognor
Regis and another in Westergate had
the opportunity to look behind the
scenes, meet Gallery staff and gain an
insight into how a gallery works. It also
provided an opportunity for vocational
learning in a non educational setting.  

Project outcomes
The delivery of the Young Curators
Course has enabled Pallant House
Gallery to build on its Arts Management
Course developed for adults. Using the
Arts Management Course as a basis,
the Young Curators Course was
developed in collaboration with the
schools involved to meet the needs 
of young people.  

This new course involves a wide range
of staff from the Gallery in its delivery,
giving students a unique opportunity 
to learn and develop skills from 
gallery professionals. 

In the future the Young Curators 
Course will be made available to
schools through the Gallery’s 
Schools Programme. 

4

Pallant House Gallery is a unique gallery space combining an 
award-winning contemporary extension and Queen Anne townhouse, 
holding one of the best collections of 20th Century British Art in 
the world, including works by Peter Blake and Lucian Freud.
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I learnt that curators aren’t just finding art pieces 
and selling them. They also explain who they are 
by and when they were painted”

“
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It’s been great, I was able to tell the 
college interview person that photos 
I’ve taken will be in an exhibition”

“
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Haslemere Educational Museum is an independent museum with
three permanent galleries – Geology, Natural History and Human
History and two rooms for temporary exhibitions. We offer a 
wide range of activities and events for all ages.

Haslemere 
Educational Museum

Teenage Pics
Our young people’s group have
worked on developing their
photographic skills and have 
designed an exhibition of their work.
The project included an outing to 
the Tate Modern to see how they
arrange their exhibitions and to take
panoramic shots of London, taking
numerous photographs, using and
developing light sensitive paper and
using software to digitally improve 
their pictures.

The audience
This age group of young people 
11-18 years is historically difficult to
encourage into museums. Although
the Museum has had a young persons
group for a number of years – the HYPE
group (Haslemere Young Person’s
Exhibition team), it was not attracting
new members and many of the older
members are now at college or work
and cannot attend regularly. 

This project was suggested by the
young people as a possible way of
attracting new members and as
something in which they would be
interested in taking part.

Project outcomes
The project has encouraged new
young people to the Museum 
and all those involved in the project
have gained a fuller understanding 
of how a museum functions. 

The participants have all increased
their photographic skills and learnt
new curatorial skills through designing
the exhibition. The exhibition has
allowed a wider audience to benefit
from the project and to gain an 
insight into the world of this younger
audience group. 

Some of the participants are using the
project towards part of their ‘Arts Award’
(an arts qualification for young people
supported by Arts Council England).  

Members of the group are now
helping the Museum develop further
projects for other young people.
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New Plans, New Perspectives
Our project was to carry out the
consultation needed to develop a 
new outreach service for families 
and young people. 

Staff at the Museum undertook 
training on how to set-up and run 
focus groups and consulted with
organisations working with the
indentified target audience.

The audience
The socio-economic profile of
Godalming is geographically spilt 
and in-line with national trends the
Museum’s visitors are largely drawn
from the higher groupings.

Each year in August the Museum puts
on activities and exhibitions that attract
families with children aged 5- 12, 
these are generally popular but are 
not available throughout the year. 

There are a number of established
organisations such as, the Scouts 
and the Guides that run groups 
across the town that the Museum 
does not currently engage with. 

The popularity of these events and the
known under-representation of certain
areas of Godalming in the Museum
profile underpinned the decision to
develop an outreach service for
families and young people that was
not dependent on visits to the Museum
using already established groups.

Project outcomes
• Training in consultation – improving 

skills available in house (shared with 
staff from Haslemere Museum and 
The Lightbox, Woking)

• Analysis of visitors to the Museum 
over August 2009 – new insights 
into the geographical spread of 
museum visitors

• Building relationships with local 
Guide and Scout leaders

• Feedback and input to enable the 
development of a trial outreach pack

• Costed plan to enable the Museum 
to apply for funding to create the first 
outreach pack and bring it into use.

A local history museum, with free entry, Godalming Museum welcomes
around 18,000 visitors a year. It is run in partnership by Waverley
Borough Council and an independent charitable trust and is supported
by its local community with 400 Friends and over 70 volunteers. 

Godalming Museum
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A straightforward introduction to a 
whole new world of consultation”

“
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I really enjoyed being part of this project. I appreciate being
treated as an equal in a mixed group of individuals. I felt I was
a useful contributor rather than someone with a problem”

“
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The remains at Fishbourne Roman Palace date back to the beginning 
of the Roman occupation in Britain. The site comprises of the largest
collection of in-situ mosaics in Britain, a museum, a unique formal
Roman garden replanted in original bedding trenches, a plants garden
and the Collections Discovery Centre, which houses the reserve
collection and artefacts from the Chichester area.

Fishbourne Roman Palace

Sounds of the Past 
Members of staff from the Museum
(including representatives from the
learning team, a museum guide 
and a museum assistant) worked in
consultation with a focus group
including those with ‘sight-loss’ to:
• review and assess options for 

audio equipment
• create a range of audio tours about

the museum and the mosaics which
will assist visitors with sight-loss of all
ages to gain a better understanding
of the site and its collection

• provide a ‘talking books version’ 
of the Family Guide Book.

The audience
Fishbourne Roman Palace’s Access
Development Plan highlights a number
of access priorities for the Museum. 
It notes that although large print guide
books and tactile handling opportunities
are available there is a need to provide
further intellectual access opportunities
for those with sight-loss. 

The current visitor demographic is
approximately two thirds adults in 
the age range 35-75 and one third
children in school groups, and we 
are also preparing for a re-display 
of the exhibitions in the museum. 

These three factors helped us identify 
a target audience for development 
of resources to aid the interpretation 
of the Palace and build links for 
future consultation. 

Project outcomes
The Museum has audio equipment that
has been tested by the focus group of
users as being appropriate to use for
those with sight-loss, as it is light and
easy to use and visitors with sight-loss
are now able to gain information about
the site, the museum and the gardens.
Specific audio tours have been created
via consultation with specialists which
provide descriptive illustration of both
artefacts and mosaics. 

The feedback will also enable the
development of further specific special
interest tours. The audio tour information
will be included on the new Fishbourne
Roman Palace web pages as a
downloadable resource. 

The production of a ‘talking books’
version of the Fishbourne Family Guide
Book was created in addition to the
original project outline and was carried
out at the request of the target group.
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Bringing the House to Life
We wanted to look at bringing the House
to life for more visitors, not just schools
and to explore the ways we could
improve access on a low budget. 
We worked with a storyteller and local
group of adults with learning disabilities
to help to develop and evaluate new
resources. The group was consulted all
the way through the project about what
they thought worked and what needed
developing. The St. Nicholas Day Centre
in Lewes made this project one of their
regular clubs and so we met weekly
over some months. A final event was
held for participants and their families 
at the House to launch the resources
and celebrate their achievements. 

The audience
Anne of Cleves House has very restricted
physical access due to the many
changing levels throughout the 
House and has limited interpretation.
So, although the House is busy with
schools and tourists, we thought we
had something to offer other local
groups such as adults with disabilities.
We had worked with a storyteller and a
group with learning disabilities previously
on a storytelling project, and felt this
group would work well in addressing

some of our access issues. The same
storyteller joined us again and we
worked with the group to look at how 
they felt about visiting museums, possible
barriers to visiting Anne of Cleves House,
what resources would make this easier,
and what sort of information they would
like to be sent in advance. 

Project outcomes
The consultation and feedback from 
the group has produced a variety of
multi-sensory interactive activities for 
the rooms in the House. These include
talking photo albums, sound quizzes,
smell quizzes, games and colouring
activities. The new resources are
labelled ‘bringing the house to life’ as
suggested by one of our group. Our aim
was to develop activities and resources
that could be used by all and they are
currently being trialled by visitors to the
House. The group also designed a
leaflet and a page for our website,
which will form an access guide that 
will be available on-line and as a leaflet
for other local groups of adults with
disabilities to help them to plan a visit.

We also hope that this will lead to future
projects with this group as we have built
a positive partnership with the Centre.

12

Anne of Cleves House is a timber framed Tudor House and local history
museum in Lewes. It is owned by the Sussex Archaeological Society 
and welcomes visitors to explore the Tudor rooms and the local 
history galleries, to educational workshops and a variety of weddings
and garden concerts. 

Anne of Cleves House
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It was a very good project, I would do again I really
enjoyed smelling the smells from the past”

“
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“I realised I’m a curator,
I collect vinyl”

14
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Guildford Museum houses the largest collection of archaeology, local
history and needlework in Surrey. Founded in 1898 in Castle Arch it 
still occupies the site; comprising the house built around 1554 and 
later extensions in mediaeval and 17th century styles. An active
programme offers exhibitions and educational activities. 

Guildford Museum

Closer to the Collections
Guildford Heritage Service has
established relationships with new
audiences. Collections are actively
used in consultation with local 
people to explore key principles for
better access (for these audiences). 
The focus on Lewis Carroll in 
Guildford will inform an exhibition 
in 2010 and future development 
of inclusive resources. 

The audience
The Museum is keen to explore ways
to extend access to the collection for
local visually impaired people and
people with head injuries. While the
historic museum presents physical
barriers to be addressed in other project
planning, this is an opportunity to
address sensory and intellectual issues.

Visually impaired people and people
with head injuries do not form part of
the current museum visitor profile,
possibly due to sensory and intellectual
barriers. A relationship with these
audience profiles is important for
knowledge of inclusive ways to use 
the museum collection. 

Principles for sensory and intellectual
access can inform a temporary
exhibition in 2010 and future
development of the service.

Project outcomes
• Contacts and processes for 

consultation with different audiences 
of visually impaired people and 
people with head injuries

• Specific knowledge of how local 
visually impaired people and people 
with head injuries prefer to use or 
engage with the museum collection

• Increased staff awareness from 
their involvement

• Increased audience profile of 
people visiting the museum to 
include visually impaired people 
and people with head injuries 
through consultation visit planning

• Increased potential volunteer 
resources from a new visitor profile

• Principles for development of 
displays, interpretation and use 
of the collection to be inclusive for 
the specific audience groups.

15
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Charleston’s gay heritage
podcasts and webpage
Charleston has been gathering material
about its gay heritage for an oral history
project entitled ‘Inside Story’. This
material will now be used to create
podcasts which can be downloaded
from the website or listened to at
Charleston. The website will also
contain related information and links.

The audience
The project is part of Charleston’s 
long-term audience development aim
to diversify its audiences and ensure
that the widest possible range of
visitors can access Charleston and
information about Bloomsbury. 

The project will extend intellectual
access to the collection and develop 
the existing engagement of the Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT)
community with our work and involve
them in Bloomsbury’s gay heritage,
which is an under-explored area of 
the history of Charleston. 

We also wish to raise awareness
among staff and volunteers, as well as
visitors, of the importance of Charleston
as part of gay heritage. 

Project outcomes
Our intention is that this project will
increase participation and visitor
numbers from our target audience, 
but the impact will not be fully apparent
until November 2010, when we will have
had a complete open season with the
new webpage and podcasts in place.  

We will create a survey for users to
complete and records will be kept 
of comments from participants and
visitors, as well as of the number of 
visits to the web pages.

The results of this evaluation work 
will also be used to inform future events
programming and interpretation
projects at Charleston.
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Charleston is the former home of the artists Vanessa Bell and Duncan
Grant and has been open to the public since 1986. The decorated
interior is uniquely illustrative of the art and lifestyle of the avant-garde
Bloomsbury Group. Charleston now welcomes almost 20,000 visitors 
to the house each season.

Charleston House
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I have always wanted to explore this 
aspect of Charleston’s history”

“
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The oral history project is great because 
it records the way fishing has changed, 
even while I've been alive.“

“
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The Hastings Fishermen’s Museum is situated in the former 
un-consecrated fishermen’s church on The Stade, an area 
unique to Hastings where fishermen land the boats and catch. 
The Museum collects and displays objects, images and documents
relating to the Hastings fishing industry and community from 
World War Two to the present day. 

Hastings 
Fishermen’s Museum 

Hastings Beach Biographies 
The Museum collected the oral
histories of Hastings fishermen
reminiscing about their experiences 
of the local fishing industry, community
and families. The Museum staff were
trained in the techniques of recording
oral history and purchased recording
equipment and archival materials to
document the disappearing histories
and stories of the local fishing
community for visitors to experience.  

The audience
The Museum is located in the heart of
the local Hastings fishing community.
The Stade is where the fishermen 
work landing their catches in boats 
on the beach a few metres from the
Museum, the fish is sold and stored 
in the surrounding area, and many
other businesses that support the 
fishing industry are housed near-by.

The Museum witnesses first-hand 
the impact that the rapid decline of 
the national fishing industry has on 
the local fleet which has reduced
massively in size and activity in the last
few years. Those that worked in the
industry in its hay-day are being lost

quickly and the Museum wanted to
capture their voices and history for the
fishing community and for its visitors. 

Project outcomes
Hastings Beach Biographies has
enabled the Museum to start to
capture the rapidly disappearing oral
histories of the fishermen and their
community. This will be an on-going
process with new memories and
reminiscences continually added to 
the archives. It has provided the staff
with the expertise to carry out the
recordings and transcriptions and 
the knowledge of how to archive the
material collected.

The recordings will become part of 
the Museum’s displays adding 
another level of interpretation and
understanding to the exhibitions, to 
the website and to future publications
for a wide range of visitors to the
Museum including school children. 

The project has also helped to 
continue to build relationships with 
the fishing community and their
families and bring further
understanding into the museum.

19
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Contacts
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With thanks to the DSNP Steering Group: 
Helen Gibbons, Haidee Thomas, Isilda Almeida-Harvey, 
Abigail Thomas, Richard Mark le Saux, Helen Derbyshire 
(Surrey, East & West Sussex Museum Development Officer)
and Sonia Rasbery (Project Coordinator)

An accessible version of the publication is available 
as a PDF through Renaissance South East
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Pallant House Gallery
Kate Hadley, Project Coordinator
01243 774557
outsidein@pallant.org.uk
www.pallant.org.uk

page 6
Haslemere Educational Museum
Kay Topping, Education Officer
01428 642112
enquiries@haslemeremuseum.co.uk
www.haslemeremuseum.co.uk

page 8
Godalming Museum
Alison Pattison, Curator
01483 426510
alison.pattison@waverley.gov.uk
www.waverley.gov.uk/godalmingmuseum

page12
Anne of Cleves House, Sussex
Archaeological Society
Lynn Gayford, Education Officer
01273 405734
educ@sussexpast.co.uk
www.sussexpast.co.uk

page16
The Charleston Trust
Wendy Hitchmough, Curator
01323 811626
w.hitchmough@charleston.org.uk
www.charleston.org.uk

page18
Hastings Fishermen’s Museum
Phil Ornsby, Museum Manager
01424 641446
hastingsfishermensmuseum@ohps.org.uk
www.ohps.org.uk

page10
Fishbourne Roman Palace
Suzanne Evans, Senior Education Officer
01243 785859
educfish@sussexpast.co.uk
www.sussexpast.co.uk/fishbourne

page14
Guildford Museum 
Cassie Herschel-Shorland
Heritage Access Officer
Guildford Heritage Service
01483 444757
cassie.herschel-shorland@guildford.gov.uk
www.guildford.gov.uk/GuildfordWeb/
Leisure/GuildfordMuseum/GuildfordMuseum
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